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Formative Assessment in Mathematics for Engineering Students

In this paper, we present a range of formative assessment types for engineering mathematics, including in-class exercises, homework, mock examination questions, table quizzes, presentations, critical analyses of statistical papers, peer-to-peer teaching, online assessments and electronic voting systems. We provide practical tips for the implementation of such assessments, with a particular focus on time or resource constraints and large class sizes, as well as effective methods of feedback. In addition, we consider the benefits of such formative assessments for students and staff.
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1. Introduction

First published almost forty years ago, Rowntree’s seminal text on assessment opens with the words “If we wish to discover the truth about an educational system, we must look into its assessment practices” (Rowntree 1977). However, academic staff are under increasing amounts of time pressure while trying to juggle an ever-growing number of competing demands (Spurling 2015; Menzies and Newson 2007; Fitzgerald, Gunter, and White 2012). As a result, one of the most critical issues for educators in higher education is that the assessment process should not be excessively time-consuming in any given academic year (Vos 2000). In addition, class sizes are growing and so is the number of students for whom lecturers are expected to provide meaningful feedback (Ecclestone and Swann 1999; Hazelkorn 2015). Students entering into engineering programmes in higher education are used to a school system in which they submit work and receive feedback on a weekly basis (or more often than that) (Jones 2008, 341). Finally, providing high-quality feedback to students, something that Black (1998, 104) argues is essential to effective teaching and learning, comes with its own particular challenges in mathematics, given that “the difference between levels of performance is
not a matter of ‘more of something’, but a matter of ‘something different’” (Gadanidis 2003). As a result, the introduction of formative assessment into engineering mathematics classes can seem like a daunting task for many lecturers.

2. Formative assessment

Much has been written about formative assessment over the past fifty years or more, with seminal texts such as Bloom (1969), Sadler (1989), Black and William (1998a; 1998b; 2003) adding particular depth to the area. There is some discussion in the literature as to the precise definition of formative assessment (Wiliam 2007), what it is that makes an assessment summative or formative (Ramsden 1992; Bennett 2011), or indeed whether the terms “formative assessment” and “assessment for learning” can be used interchangeably (Black et al. 2003; Wiliam 2007), with arguments made on both sides. However, for the purposes of this paper we will rely on the recent definition given by Schoenfeld (2015) (heavily influenced by the work of Black and Wiliam (1998a; 1998b)), who states that formative assessments are “examinations or performance opportunities the primary purpose of which is to provide students and teachers with feedback about the student’s current state, while there are still opportunities for student improvement”. As a result, a number of the assessment types described below have a small weighting of marks attached to them in order to increase student engagement, and some may be best implemented towards the end of a learning period, as revision aids; however, we would argue that these factors on their own do not make them summative assessments. As Sadler (1989, 120) observed, “the primary distinction between formative and summative assessment relates to purpose and effect, not to timing”. In addition, it should be noted that in higher education, a greater responsibility for independent learning falls upon the student than in earlier years of education (Stephenson and Yorke 2013), meaning that assessment can still be formative even
towards the latter half of a teaching semester.

Cauley and McMillan (2010) note that there are four main reasons why students tend to learn more through formative assessment. Firstly, it allows students to focus on progress, while allowing the lecturer to focus on tweaking the method of instruction; secondly, because the assessment is immediate, the feedback is generally more meaningful; thirdly, students have a better idea how they can improve as the assessments are specific rather than global; and finally, it is consistent with constructivist theories of teaching, learning and motivation. Although sometimes seen as time-consuming, McIntosh (1997) argues that formative assessment should not be thought of as an add-on to an already full curriculum but rather as a part of “good teaching”.

Feedback plays a vital role in effective formative assessment. Stull et al (2011) identified two main functions of feedback for students and two others for lecturers. For students, feedback helps to pinpoint problem areas while also reinforcing successful learning. For lecturers, feedback shows the success of their instruction to date and identifies what areas need further modification. Numerous researchers have explored the challenges of providing high quality feedback with which students engage, particularly when student numbers are large, providing suggestions such as implementing peer-feedback (Nicol 2010), improving students’ abilities to assess their own work (Sadler 2010) and the utilisation of technology to enhance feedback (JISC 2010).

3. Assessment in engineering mathematics

A report of the Mathematics Working Group (MWG) of the European Society for Engineering Education (SEFI) in 2013 highlighted the importance of assessment within engineering mathematics for achieving progress in the range of mathematical
competencies they identified as core to engineering (Alpers et al. 2013, 12). They state that for many of these competencies, the traditional end-of-year assessment is not sufficient on its own to ensure mastery, although for others it is possible to design appropriate questions. For example, ‘handling mathematical symbols and formalism’ is assessed by a written examination, but ‘communicating in, with and about mathematics’ might be better assessed by students solving problems either individually or in small groups and presenting their solutions orally or in a short report.

A number of researchers have argued that mathematics is a special case (London Mathematical Society 2011), and as such may be better suited to the more traditional system of lectures (Pritchard 2010) and assessments than other disciplines, although there has been some disagreement in relation to this, with Barton (2011) notably providing a counter-argument. Regardless, a study by Iannone and Simpson (2011) showed that closed-book assessments are the most common and most highly weighted form of assessment in mathematics in higher education in the U.K., and went on to show that student preference was for a continuance of this (Iannone and Simpson 2015a). However, students in their study did welcome the idea of more variety in assessment and for a tailoring of assessments to suit the topic in question, in particular in relation to statistics. Lawson (2004) found a similar result in a SEFI-MWG survey of engineering mathematics lecturers about assessment practices, which showed many different approaches in use across Europe, with written closed-book examinations most commonly used but oral assessments, open-book examinations, take-home assignments and computer-based assessments also in use.

4. Formative assessment ideas for mathematics for engineers

Although Schoenfeld (2015, 193) observed that formative assessment can assist educators to build “rich mathematical classroom environments”, Hassan (2011, 335)
posed the question as to how effective formative assessment processes can be undertaken with classes of several hundred students, as is often the case in engineering mathematics. One suggestion he made in this regard was to assign a team of lecturers to a single group to assist with this, but he acknowledged that many universities are not in a position to do this. He concluded that each lecturer must instead design “a personalised formative assessment to fit the situation in question”.

We have attempted below to provide some suggestions in this regard. We will consider in broad detail nine approaches to formative assessment that could be implemented in an engineering mathematics class, highlighting some practical tips for implementation in each case to aid practitioners, particularly those working with large groups of students. We will begin with assessment formats that do not require extensive use of technology, before moving on to consider assessment opportunities involving technology. This list does not claim to be exhaustive, but rather provides an outline of tried and tested methods in a practical setting. We would advise using a variety of formative assessments in the course of a semester, as advocated by Hassan (2011, 334). As well as allowing students to display their learning in a mixture of ways, the novelty factor of different formative assessment types may help to increase student engagement, as it has long been known that varying the stimulus within lectures helps to increase the students’ attention (Bligh 1972, 46).

4.1 Individual/Paired in-class exercises

This is the most familiar form of formative assessment for higher education students, as it reflects common practice in mathematics education in schools internationally, often known as seatwork (Serrano 2012) or perhaps more accurately as Kikan-Shido (between desks instruction) from the Japanese (Clarke 2004), which encapsulates more of the actions of the educator during the process.
A problem or technique is demonstrated on the board and then students are allowed to attempt a similar problem. They may be encouraged to do this individually or in pairs or small groups, depending on the situation. The lecturer circulates around the room while the exercise is undertaken, observing students’ work and offering either individual or whole-class feedback. The lecturer subsequently adjusts their teaching as a result of observations made during this process.

4.1.1 Practical notes for implementation

This method can be highly effective in terms of engaging students while also acting as a formative assessment mechanism to provide both the student and lecturer with immediate feedback as to whether or not they can successfully complete the given exercise. However, Clarke (2004) observed that once class sizes were greater than 30 students, this technique became more challenging to implement, turning “extremely problematic” for groups larger than 60. Indeed, while Banky (2007) found compelling evidence of its use in an electronics class in engineering, there were only 21 students involved in the study. Often the physical set-up of a lecture in higher education (tiered rooms, continuous desks) makes circulation difficult - although asking students to leave every third row empty can rectify this issue, where practical to do so, but this is only an option where no more than two-thirds of the seats will be filled.

There is considerable scope for variation within this approach to formative assessment: the exercises given can be similar in difficulty to those demonstrated on the board, or slightly easier/more difficult, depending on the approach of the lecturer. Some decide to give a range of exercises which are scaffolded in terms of difficulty, in order to provide more challenging problems for the most able students in the class.

If the exercises are to be completed in pairs or small groups, this can present both benefits and challenges, with Sheryn and Ell (2014) reporting that students
struggled with the varying abilities within groups and the speed at which the other students worked. However, in that same study, students also mentioned the benefits of being able to address misconceptions with their group, as well as sharing thinking strategies and approaches. Yoon et al (2011) reported similar findings, with students also including affective benefits to group-work of this sort, such as increased confidence and an allaying of anxieties when they realised other students might also not know immediately how to tackle a problem.

4.2 Homework

The concept of “homework” is again a familiar one for incoming university students, and one which may well have been employed as a formative assessment during school years (Black and Wiliam 2009; Boston 2002), provided the focus was on deepening their learning rather than receiving a high grade (Vatterott 2014; Zmuda 2008). At post-primary level, homework has been shown to be a motivating factor in student learning (Bempechat 2004) and to improve academic achievement (Cooper, Robinson, and Patall 2006), although some studies have shown little impact (Kohn 2006).

The students are given a homework assignment sheet, usually with a number of questions on it, and a relatively short timeframe in which to complete these questions (one to two weeks), as it is likely that engineering undergraduates may have mathematics classes only two to three times per week. Students must then submit their full worked solutions to the lecturer for grading and feedback. Online approaches to this are also possible, but these will be discussed in a later section.

4.2.1 Practical notes for implementation

In order to increase student engagement with homework, these usually need to be treated as “low-stakes” assessments (Seaton 2013, 966). Often this results in each
homework assessment being worth as little as 1-2% of the final module grade, which appears to be sufficient motivation for the majority of students to complete these.

The main reservation of many lecturing staff with assigning homework to students relates to the time investment required for marking and feedback to students on a regular basis throughout the semester. This is a particular issue for staff with large class sizes and no teaching assistant support. One workaround to this issue is to only mark part of each assignment (Seaton 2013), without students being notified in advance as to which question will be marked. In order to increase the formative nature of the assessment, Seaton (2013) recommends reserving some marks for “completeness” and “presentation”, and providing full model answers to students after the submission date, as well as a comment box which highlights elements where their attempt could be improved. To help with the perception of fairness in relation to which question is marked, one suggestion is to use a random number generator in front of the class after the submission date to select the question that will be marked.

An alternative approach to homework marking was suggested by Alpay et al. (2010), who devised a tutorial system which provided small-group tutorial support in mathematics to first-year computer science students, through the use of peer-tutors from third and fourth year in conjunction with their regular tutors. These peer tutors were responsible for marking and feedback on assignments, which were zero-weighted. However, engagement with this process remained high on the part of the students, largely due to the interactive and small-group nature of the tutorials. Student responses to the scheme were favourable, in particular in relation to the support given to them by the peer tutors.

4.3 “Mock” examination question

This approach involves the use of a question from one of the module’s past terminal
examination papers, in an adaptation of what Black et al. (2003, 53) referred to as “the formative use of summative tests”. Students work in small groups on this question for a specified amount of class-time and hand up a single solution per group. Each group is then given another group’s solution, along with the correct solution, and must provide written feedback on the errors that were made. No grade is given on the question, but errors or inaccuracies are highlighted.

4.3.1 Practical notes for implementation

This activity can be quickly prepared, as both the question and full solution are already in existence since the previous terminal examination. The knowledge that this question was taken from a summative examination appears to increase the engagement and motivation of students when attempting the solution (Hassan 2011, 335). Asking the students to correct another group’s solution has the dual benefit of allowing for more immediate and detailed feedback to be provided to students when class numbers are large, while also focusing the students on the importance of accuracy and clarity as they mark another group’s work. However, as a formative assessment practice, it is generally useful only two to three times per semester, as it appears to lose its effectiveness if overused.

4.4 Table quiz

As a revision exercise several weeks in the semester, a mathematical table quiz can prove to be an engaging formative assessment. For example, the class could be divided into teams of three to four students, and one question be presented every five minutes for the duration of a normal lecture. A variation of this is to provide each team with a sheet of questions to work through and some group space to tackle the problems in a given time (separate rooms if practical, corners of rooms more likely) as described by
4.4.1 Practical notes for implementation

This is most effective if it is possible to design questions that are too long for one student to do on their own in the time allotted for the question, for example if 10 similar calculations are required and the results must then be collated. A strategy like this encourages the team to subdivide the work and involve all members to get the answer, increasing the engagement of all students involved with the task.

In terms of creating effective teams so that students derive as much benefit as possible from the assessment, there are a number of good suggestions given by Felder et al. (2000), such as forming the groups yourself, ensuring groups are of heterogeneous ability and explaining to students what you are doing and why.

Numerous variations on the marking scheme are possible, from a straightforward allocation of points per correct answer to a more complex “Who wants to be a millionaire” format, for example involving mini chocolate bars as prizes as described by Thomas (2003). Feedback can be given to all groups simultaneously by providing a detailed correct solution for each problem at the end of the quiz and allowing time for students to review these solutions in their groups before the end of the lecture. Student feedback about this approach was very positive (Thomas 2003), with attendance levels almost 100% and student interactions with each other high throughout the class.

4.5 Presentations of earlier material

Students work either individually or in pairs to produce a short (five – ten minute) presentation on a mathematics topic that was covered earlier in the semester (Carr and Ní Fhloinn 2009). Alternatively, students may present their solution to a homework
problem or prior examination question to the rest of the class (Berry and Nyman 2002; Kågesten and Engelbrecht 2007). Including such low-stakes oral mathematics assessments regularly in a student’s degree programme may help to prepare them to undertake higher-stakes presentations at a later date (Iannone and Simpson 2015b, 984).

4.5.1 Practical notes for implementation

This can also be a useful way of encouraging students to revise core mathematical skills, as it can be challenging to motivate students to spend time on such topics. Carr and Ní Fhloinn (2009) report on an initiative in which the engineering mathematics lecturer liaised with the communications skills lecturer to undertake such an assessment. They found that this helped students to see the links between their different modules, increasing engagement with the process, and also allowed both lecturers to gain a better insight into student understanding in their area. Students also reported that the presentations helped them to clarify basic mathematics rules, as well as practise public speaking. A small amount of credit was allowed for both modules from the same presentation.

Kågesten and Engelbrecht (2007) found that students rated listening to other students presenting homework problems even more highly than presenting themselves, in terms of being the most productive as a learning experience. Thomas (2003) introduced a “Who wants to be a millionaire”-style quiz after presentations, with the questions devised by the student presenters and involving all those students in attendance working in groups.

In terms of software restrictions, Härterich et al. (2012, 263) observed that some students struggled with the depiction of formulae on Powerpoint, although this could be resolved with the use of a Latex-based package such as Beamer if it proved to be a serious concern.
4.6 Critical analyses of statistical methods

Many engineering students will study statistics at some point during their degree, and it is important that they learn to critically analyse a given situation in order to be able to implement the correct statistical test under a particular set of conditions (Hogg 1985; Snee 1993). One approach to formative assessment for engineering students studying statistics was described by Carr (2011). Students were given a research paper or newspaper article that contained a significant element of statistical analysis. They were asked to critically analyse this paper, noting why the statistical methods therein were used and, in particular, if these methods were appropriate. They then prepared a short presentation on the topic which was delivered to the entire class-group. This may be done individually or in pairs. They received feedback from the lecturer, both on the quality of their presentation and on their critical analysis of the statistics involved. When surveyed about this assessment approach, students were generally positive about the experience and felt they had learned a lot about statistical methods through participating in the process, although some were less positive about what they learned from the other presentations.

4.6.1 Practical notes for implementation

To help the students to focus primarily on the statistical analysis within the paper, rather than the study design, Carr (2011) advised choosing a paper from a different area of engineering (or even science) to their own native discipline. In relation to the implementation of the presentation itself, many of the comments made in the previous section would also apply in this case.

In larger classes, this activity could also be designed as a paired or group assessment, which students work on over the course of several weeks. In such a case, it
is important to clarify the assessment guidelines by including some forms of peer- and self-assessment within the marking scheme (Vos 2000, 232), even for low-stakes assessments such as this, to avoid disengagement due to any perceived unfairness in the marking of the group versus individual effort.

4.7 Peer-to-peer teaching

This assessment involves a form of co-operative learning known as “jigsaw” (King 1993, 34), where the sum of what students teach each other adds up to knowledge of a particular topic. Each student in a pair is given a handout on a different topic. The students have, say, 20 minutes to prepare and they must then teach their topic to their partner. These topics may be complementary or involve different sections of an approach to a problem. By circulating throughout the class while this activity is undertaken, much like the Kikan-Shido approach, the lecturer can provide feedback to students about areas in which they are still unsure or have misconceptions.

The students must then either complete a short written exercise on the topic they were “taught” by their partner, or else give a short explanation of it to the class, depending on what is most appropriate to the topic in question.

4.7.1 Practical notes for implementation

There is a wealth of clear, concise resources available for use in such an approach, so this activity need not require extensive preparation on the part of the lecturer. Two extremely useful resource banks for engineering mathematics are mathcentre (www.mathcentre.ac.uk) and the Helping Engineers Learn Maths project (www.lboro.ac.uk/research/helm), both of which are available free-of-charge.

This form of collaborative learning can be highly effective, with high levels of engagement and positive student attitudes reported (Van Tran 2012). One potential
disadvantage is that misunderstandings can arise when a topic is being taught by a student who has not yet mastered this topic themselves (Hassan 2011, 334; Sheryn and Ell 2014, 872), although this can be overcome by the lecturer engaging with the pair throughout the process in order to give help as needed (Hassan 2011). This is more easily done when class numbers are not overly large, or when a tutor is available to assist the lecturer so that there are two or more people circulating among the student pairs.

### 4.8 Online assessment

The range of online assessment tools available in mathematics is ever-growing, with a wide variety of free tools available to lecturers, ranging from the open-source WeBWorK ([http://webwork.maa.org/](http://webwork.maa.org/)) to closed standalone systems such as Khan Academy ([https://www.khanacademy.org/](https://www.khanacademy.org/)), as well as a huge number of packages which can be purchased, either by a department within a university or in the form of licences purchased by individual students. A full discussion of the available tools and approaches is beyond the scope of this paper but some recent overviews can be found in Abdulwahed, Jaworski and Crawford (2012), Juan et al. (2011), Joubert (2013) and Greenhow (2015).

Online formative assessment can be used to ensure students know basic mathematical concepts covered in previous years or to revise material from the current module. Systems can be set up to allow students multiple attempts at any given assessment, or just a single attempt where appropriate, perhaps with some practice tests included (Carr, Bowe, and Nó Fhloinn 2013; Marjoram et al. 2008). The instant feedback provided by many online systems is another attractive element of such assessment, but it should be remembered that, if an answer is simply marked as incorrect in mathematics, there is no real feedback given to students about where in the
series of intermediate steps they may have made an error (Hubbard 1995, 45). This should be taken into account in the design of the assessment in order to ensure high quality feedback for both student and lecturer, allowing it to be truly formative.

4.8.1 Practical notes for implementation

To increase student engagement with this type of formative assessment, some lecturers give a small number of marks for having taken such tests, without their actual score on the test being taken into account (Currell and Dowman 2003). Others allow multiple attempts but only award a mark once a perfect or almost perfect score has been achieved (Carr, Bowe, and Ní Fhloinn 2013).

Although there is a wide choice of options available within online assessment engines, their success has been variable, due in part to local issues such as poor agreement with the needs of staff or students, difficult interfaces, or limited technical support (Masouros and Alpay 2010), emphasising the need for careful selection of the correct tool for each individual situation. There is also a significant time investment needed for both the set-up and question development in any such online system (Burrow et al. 2005), although once developed, it can result in a reduction in contact time with students.

In terms of improving student learning, Hannah, James and Williams (2014) found that, in their weekly formative online assessments which allowed multiple attempts, some students spent too long perfecting these exercises at the expense of studying higher-level examination-type questions, which Lingard et al. (2009, 604) observed are difficult to set in this format. This danger was flagged by Ramsden (1992, 189), when he stated that the “separate assessment of basic skills and knowledge, unless clearly flagged as a relatively unimportant part of the whole assessment process, leads to a focus by students on these activities rather than on more complex ones that are
related to understanding.” Furthermore, without a specific time limit on questions, Shorter and Young (2011) suggested that some students became accustomed to having this amount of time on a question and subsequently struggled to complete questions when time was more limited, such as during a summative terminal assessment.

Jones (2008) recommended allowing students several attempts at practice questions initially in any online system, in order to avoid any problems with input issues, where students have correctly solved an exercise but, due to some perceived discrepancy in the format of their inputted answer, are marked as incorrect. He observed that, unless such inaccurate feedback is immediately addressed, it can lead to frustration among students and eventual disengagement with the assessment process.

In terms of the student experience in relation to online assessment, reports are generally very positive, with students stating that they enjoy doing such assessments (Burrow et al. 2005), that they find them to be useful (Currell and Dowman 2003) and that they help them to achieve a better result overall (Brito et al. 2009).

4.9 Electronic voting systems (EVS)

Electronic voting systems (also known as audience response systems or clickers) can be used to provide lecturers with immediate feedback from a large group of students, by posing questions related to course material and having students enter their selected answer on their keypad (King and Robinson 2009). Questions are generally posed in a multiple-choice format with the responses received displayed on a bar-chart beside the question (Kay and LeSage 2009). Student responses to EVS are always anonymous to their classmates (although the lecturer may later be able to link a response to a student, depending on the system), which can help to overcome the common issue reported by Yoon et al (2011) of students being reluctant to answer questions posed by mathematics lecturers during lectures, due to fear of being incorrect. MacArthur and Jones (2008)
reviewed 56 publications regarding the use of EVS in undergraduate science lectures and found students to have been overwhelmingly positive in relation to their usage, although measurable increases in student learning had not always been shown.

King and Robinson (2009) introduced the use of electronic voting systems EVS in engineering mathematics in Loughborough and subsequently provided a bank of questions online for downloading.

4.9.1 Practical notes for implementation

Clearly, there is a cost involved in the purchase of an electronic voting system if one is not already in use in a university setting. There are three main approaches to the acquisition of handsets: students purchase their own for the duration of their programme; students borrow handsets (e.g. from the library) for the duration of a module; and students collects handsets at the beginning of a lecture in which they will be used and return them at the end of the lecture (King and Robinson 2009). If the purchase of an EVS is prohibitive, no-cost solutions that have long been in use include the use of coloured cards (with each student having 4 different coloured cards, each of which represents a different multiple-choice option, with students holding one card aloft to show their opinion); free apps such as Socrative (www.socrative.com); web-based EVS such as Polleverywhere (www.polleverywhere.com) in which students use their mobile phones to vote; or setting up a Twitter hashtag related to the module that allows students to ask or answer questions through their Twitter account (Junco, Elavsky, and Heiberger 2013).

Issues identified in various studies (MacArthur and Jones 2008) included set-up time, development of suitable questions and technological issues specific to certain brands. However, formative assessment was seen to be the most suitable use of this technology. This was also the finding of King et al (2008) when they conducted a small-
scale review of the experiences of lecturing staff using EVS for engineering mathematics. They also reported that engagement levels appeared to wane slightly once students were familiar with the technology, particularly in classes of mixed ability, where some students became distracted and began chatting once they had selected their answer, suggesting that some care must be taken in the design of the questions to minimise the chances of this occurring.

4.10 Combinations of approaches

Many of the above approaches deal with only a single type of formative assessment, but a number of studies have been conducted in which a range of such assessments in mathematics are carried out in a single module. The results from these studies have been positive overall. For example, Stephens and Konvalina (2001) studied the impact of short weekly quizzes, computer algebra software projects and a “mock” final examination on student learning in a university algebra course and concluded that all three factors significantly influenced student learning. Berry and Nyman (2002) used a combination of oral presentations, poster presentations and team test taking in a mathematical modelling course and found that student motivation was increased. Shorter and Young (2011) introduced daily in-class quizzes, online homework, and project-based learning into an undergraduate mathematics module, reporting that a combination of the in-class quizzes with the students’ project marks were the best predictor of students’ final scores. As a result, they advised using a combination of these two methods to allow lecturers to judge how students will perform in terminal examinations.

5. Concluding remarks

Despite the inherent challenges, the importance of formative assessment for both
lecturer and students cannot be understated, and the above examples show a range of possible approaches to its successful integration into engineering mathematics modules. The exact methods suitable for any individual module will be dependent on both the needs of the students and those of the lecturer in question, and are likely to vary between different stages of students’ engineering undergraduate careers. In this paper, we have detailed a range of formative assessment approaches for engineering mathematics, as well as some practical points for consideration, in order to allow each lecturer to design the most appropriate assessment programme for their own situation, as advocated by Hassan (2011). By regularly including carefully planned and designed formative assessment within engineering mathematics modules, we are sending a message to students about our own perception of its importance and the benefits that can be accrued by both staff and students as a result. As Ramsden (1992, 187) memorably observed “From our students’ point of view, assessment always defines the actual curriculum”.
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